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ABOUT JONATHAN 

Jonathan Pritchard is an internationally touring inspirational speaker, author,         

entertainer, comedy mentalist, & consultant. He has was tapped to consult with Criss             

Angel on a national TV project, appeared on America’s Got Talent, entertained the             

troops stationed overseas, and performed at hundreds of colleges & companies across            

the country with his mind reading show. 

Now he shares the secrets of his mind reading success with entrepreneurs &             

companies like State Farm Insurance, General Assembly, WeWork, and more who           

bring him in for workshops, trade shows, awards parties, and speaking events. They             

ask him to train their people on reducing employee turnover, improve customer            

relations, sharpen their sales teams, marketing, and more. Basically, if it has to do with               

people, he can help. 

Jonathan got his start in the mountains of North Carolina when he learned how to               

juggle fire at age 13, hammer nails up his nose at age 15, and eating fire at age 18.                   

He’s showing no signs of slowing down anytime soon.  

When not on the road you can find him in Chicago. You can find more about him                 

and his work on his company website: www.likeamindreader.com 
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ABOUT THE SHOW 

They may forget what you said — but they will never forget how you made them feel. 

—Carl W. Buehner 

Using a combination of applied psychology, showmanship, and moxy Jonathan          

makes audience members the stars of the show. It’s less about “him” and more about               

“them!” The show starts with incredible demonstrations of how your brain can trick you,              

and it only gets stranger from there. 

It’s the perfect blend of humor, amazement, and audience involvement that winds            

up being an experience people remember for years afterwards. People will wonder how             

“Tom from accounting” could predict the future, move objects with his mind, know what              

other people were thinking, experience intense deja vu, and more. 

From the moment Jonathan steps on stage, it’s clear that he loves his audiences.              

This means even the most critical viewer can’t help but have a good time. There is no                 

suggestive, blue, religious, or ethnic material; he stays strictly squeaky clean! That way,             

everyone can have a good time! It’s a perfect experience for banquets, conferences,             

fund raisers, and more. 
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ABOUT MINGLING MIND READING 

Let's face it. Without the weather most people wouldn't know how to start a              

conversation with a stranger at a party. Jonathan is always sure to learn your guests               

names and to introduce them to one another. Jonathan involves your guests and leaves              

them with a shared experience and something incredible to talk about. 

Fortunately, Jonathan is a professional people-meeter! His job is to help your            

cocktail hour, hospitality event, or reception be a success by introducing new people to              

each other, giving them something incredible to talk about, and then move on to the               

next group. Basically he gets people out of their shells, and helps connect the company               

with a human face. Using his sincere warmth and unique sense of humor, Jonathan              

draws people into small groups with engaging demonstrations of mind reading right            

under their noses ! Most people have only seen this stuff on TV (if ever!), and when it                 

happens right there, it’s an experience they can’t get any other way. 

Plus, it’s a fantastic way to introduce your team to Jonathan ahead of time if               

you’re planning on having after dinner entertainment. They will already be familiar with             

Jonathan, what he does, and they will be eager to experience more. This is an               

opportunity that’s too important to leave to chance!  
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ABOUT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES 

There’s one thing in common to reducing employee turnover, increasing          

customer satisfaction, marketing effectiveness, advertising, venture capital proposals,        

and every other facet of business: people. If you understand the fundamental            

psychology behind why people do what they do, you can employ strategies that get you               

results. 

Behavioral neuroscience, cognitive neuroscience, and neuropsychology can        

explain a lot about the science behind psychology, but magicians & mentalists have             

thousands of years’ experiential insight into the human mind. The exact same            

psychological techniques used on stage to create the appearance of mind reading are             

used in every aspect of business. This is what makes Jonathan’s presentations            

different; he takes you behind the mental curtain and explains, step-by-step how to get              

those impossible results you want by understanding the people who will help you get              

them. 

Whatever topic or issue you’d like to cover, Jonathan will create a custom-fit             

educational session that will turn your thinking inside out, equip you with strategies that              

get results, and illustrate everything with live demonstrations that will blow your mind. 
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WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING 

“It was a delight to see so much engagement between you and the various              
audience members after each of the sessions. Additionally, I’ve had several SLLs            
comment on how it was one of the clear highlights of the Expo and Learning part of the                  
conference. Most mentioned how they appreciated the presentation itself, the dynamic           
content, especially since both were externally and future-focused…while still organically          
connecting back to leadership.” ~Theo Pereira,  BP Fuels North America 

“Your keynote blew my mind! I’ve never seen anyone do what you do, and make               
it so simple for the audience to understand. Thank you for taking the time to custom fit                 
your presentation to our event; it made all the difference! You truly are an expert at what                 
you do, and it shows. Nobody I’ve seen can hold a candle to your charm, wit, and ability                  
to keep it all engaging.” ~Brian Walls, Organizer of TimeSummit Investment                
Conference in CT 

“Jonathan was able to "wow" a group of over 250 scientists, skeptics, and             
general attendees, holding them captivated for over an hour. Our survey results showed             
that he was, hands down, the most highly rated presenter of the entire convention,              
which included a world famous climatologist, a neurobiologist from U.C. Davis, a world             
renowned child psychologist from U.C. Berkeley, and many others. I would hire            
Jonathan again in a heartbeat!” ~Sheldon Helms, Organizer of SkeptiCal Convention in                  
Berkeley, CA 
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BOOKS BY JONATHAN 

[think] Like A Mind Reader 
Magicians & Mentalists achieve the impossible every night on stage. This is why             

they’ve been tapped by governments, corporations, and elite performers through          
history; to help others discover ingenious solutions to impossible problems. Jonathan’s           
most recent book combines stories from 15+ years on the road, lessons learned the              
hard way, and ideas on success with a mind reading trick built into the book itself. 

[Learn] Like A Mind Reader 
Learning how to learn is one of the most valuable skills anyone can develop. This               

was an early revelation for Jonathan which allowed him to learn how to juggle fire at 13,                 
hammer nails up his nose at 15, and eat fire at age 18 in addition to traveling the world                   
getting paid to be himself and earning a black belt in Wing Chun martial arts in under 9                  
months. 

Perfect Recall 
Too many people blame a bad memory for their forgetfulness rather than their             

poor understanding of how memory works! Know how the process works, and you can              
devise strategies that dramatically improve your ability to recall information when you            
want it. Inside the pages Jonathan shares multiple strategies for recalling a wide variety              
of information. The secrets between the pages will turn you create a superhuman             
memory! 
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

These details are included to help you be the best, most gracious host you can be. 

Sound & light aren’t for me; I’ve performed in hallways before (literally). They’re for your 

guests! It’s essential that they be able to see & hear what’s going on. Without these 

details, there is no party and everyone will remember how they couldn’t tell what’s going 

on, instead of remembering how wonderful the event was. These are the details people 

don’t think about, but notice if not managed. 

Client to provide: 

● Sound: Freestanding sound system that’s appropriate for the venue. Wireless body          

pack microphone (Countryman style preferred). One corded handheld mic on a          

straight stand with enough cable to walk easily around the stage.

● Lights: General wash is usually sufficient. Most action happens center stage, and           

as long as the stage is bright enough that the audience can see what’s going on,               

that should work.

● Stage: platform or stage, minimum of 12' x 10' x 24" tall with steps front and center                

without handrails.



SPEAKER

SOUND 
BOARD 

WITH 
MIXER

LIGHT

SPEAKER

LIGHT

STEP  
(HANDRAIL OK)SPECIFIC ATIONS 

The sound board may be 
located anywhere in the 
room but MUST be able 

to allow a 1/4” Phono 
Plug for Jonathan's 

wireless mic (supplied) 
and either TWO RCA 
input jacks OR a 1/4” 

Phono Plug for 
Jonathan's music device.

Lighting trees should 
have two ellipsoidal OR 
four par cans on each. 

Dimmer packs are 
preferred (to dim lights). If 
no dimmer packs, please 
gel with either “no-color 
pink” or “no color straw” 

gels.

Platform size is 
approximate. Center 
steps must have NO 

HANDRAILS!!!
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Form    W-9
(Rev. December 2014)
Department of the Treasury  
Internal Revenue Service 

Request for Taxpayer 
Identification Number and Certification

Give Form to the  
requester. Do not 
send to the IRS.
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1  Name (as shown on your income tax return). Name is required on this line; do not leave this line blank.

2  Business name/disregarded entity name, if different from above

3  Check appropriate box for federal tax classification; check only one of the following seven boxes: 

Individual/sole proprietor or   
single-member LLC

 C Corporation S Corporation Partnership Trust/estate

Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (C=C corporation, S=S corporation, P=partnership)  

Note. For a single-member LLC that is disregarded, do not check LLC; check the appropriate box in the line above for 
the tax classification of the single-member owner. 

Other (see instructions)  

4  Exemptions (codes apply only to 
certain entities, not individuals; see 
instructions on page 3):
Exempt payee code (if any)

Exemption from FATCA reporting

 code (if any)
(Applies to accounts maintained outside the U.S.)

5  Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.)

6  City, state, and ZIP code

Requester’s name and address (optional)

7  List account number(s) here (optional)

Part I Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)
Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on line 1 to avoid 
backup withholding. For individuals, this is generally your social security number (SSN). However, for a 
resident alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the Part I instructions on page 3. For other 
entities, it is your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a 
TIN on page 3.

Note. If the account is in more than one name, see the instructions for line 1 and the chart on page 4 for 
guidelines on whose number to enter.

Social security number

– –

or
Employer identification number 

–

Part II Certification
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:
1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me); and

2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am
no longer subject to backup withholding; and

3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below); and
4. The FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating that I am exempt from FATCA reporting is correct.
Certification instructions. You must cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding 
because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. For mortgage 
interest paid, acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA), and 
generally, payments other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the certification, but you must provide your correct TIN. See the 
instructions on page 3.

Sign 
Here

Signature of 
U.S. person Date 

General Instructions
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.

Future developments. Information about developments affecting Form W-9 (such 
as legislation enacted after we release it) is at www.irs.gov/fw9.

Purpose of Form
An individual or entity (Form W-9 requester) who is required to file an information 
return with the IRS must obtain your correct taxpayer identification number (TIN) 
which may be your social security number (SSN), individual taxpayer identification 
number (ITIN), adoption taxpayer identification number (ATIN), or employer 
identification number (EIN), to report on an information return the amount paid to 
you, or other amount reportable on an information return. Examples of information 
returns include, but are not limited to, the following:

• Form 1099-INT (interest earned or paid)

• Form 1099-DIV (dividends, including those from stocks or mutual funds)

• Form 1099-MISC (various types of income, prizes, awards, or gross proceeds)

• Form 1099-B (stock or mutual fund sales and certain other transactions by 
brokers)

• Form 1099-S (proceeds from real estate transactions)

• Form 1099-K (merchant card and third party network transactions)

• Form 1098 (home mortgage interest), 1098-E (student loan interest), 1098-T 
(tuition)

• Form 1099-C (canceled debt)

• Form 1099-A (acquisition or abandonment of secured property)

Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a resident alien), to 
provide your correct TIN. 

If you do not return Form W-9 to the requester with a TIN, you might be subject 
to backup withholding. See What is backup withholding? on page 2.

By signing the filled-out form, you: 

1. Certify that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are waiting for a number 
to be issued),

2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, or

3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a U.S. exempt payee. If 
applicable, you are also certifying that as a U.S. person, your allocable share of 
any partnership income from a U.S. trade or business is not subject to the 
withholding tax on foreign partners' share of effectively connected income, and 

4. Certify that FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating that you are 
exempt from the FATCA reporting, is correct. See What is FATCA reporting? on 
page 2 for further information.

Cat. No. 10231X Form W-9 (Rev. 12-2014)

Jonathan Pritchard

✔

1453 W Edgewater Avenue

Chicago IL 60660

2 4 4 5 5 2 1 8 6

Aug 30 2019
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